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Dear Mr. Chretien,

After twenty years of observation, the fact that officials
in the Department of Health can once again turn the ongoing
horrific physical and emotional abuse of disabled persons into a
matter of academic debate is not a surprise.

It is not surprising that Gwen Gowanlock, Head of the Mental
Health Division (who used to work in Jake Epp's office defending
him from criticism for allowing abuse to continue) would ask
someone who she knew had been identified by consumers as having
an attitude problem with respect to sensitivities to chair a
conference on the subject. (Dr. Barry Jones had been approached
for several years concerning the documented physical and
emotional abuse of persons with sensitivities in the Royal ottawa
Hospital, and had done nothing to prevent ongoing abuse.)

It is no surprise that staff working for Dr. Joe Lozos, of
the LCDC, can displace the human rights and protection of persons
with an academic debate. Dr. Don Wigle, on his staff, said in
1981 that sensitivities were "almost certainly" a real disabling
problem, but that he couldn't make recommendations to his
superiors on the subject because the matter was "very political",
despite ongoing suicides of persons with the disability who had
been abused in the Canadian health care system.

It is not surprising that officials have once again embarked
on a dead-end quest for a single, all encompassing diagnostic
protocol when every serious writer on the subject (except
discredited clinical ecologists) say that there are many
different diseases causing the various symptoms involved.
Repeatedly in the past, when they have been unable to find a
diagnostic protocol for a single (non-existent) all encompassing
disease entity, officials have illogically dismissed the problem
as all in the mind. By their current efforts it would seem they
seek to arrive at the same position once again, presumable to
cover up the damages they have caused (by causing further
damages) .



It is not surprising that the position of officials is
opposite to that of award-winning international studies
recommending the protection of persons with this disability from
physical and emotional abuse.

However, the Minister of Health and her staff have KNOWINGLY
allowed officials in the department to throw out ten years of
work by such MPs as Sheila Copps, Charles Caccia, and Dr. Bruce
Halliday, playing into the hands of our abusers, by returning to
the inhumane, undignified, and despicable position of allowing
caregivers to continue to subject persons with this disability to
horrific ongoing physical and emotional abuse until there is a
failsafe diagnostic test for each of the possibly hundreds of
different diseases causing these symptoms.

staff in the Minister's office have demonstrated a stinging
arrogance and a numbing lack concern, even to the point of abrupt
rudeness when discussing suicides of persons who have been
abused.

The Minister is either callously uncaring, or grossly
incompetent, or both, and I ask for her dismissal.

Sincerely,

Chris Brown

messages: (705)278-1044

former president, Ottawa Branch, Allergy and Environmental
Health Association

former national board member, Human Ecology Foundation
former Ottawa representative, Advocacy Group for the

Environmentally Sensitive
former board member, Ottawa-Carleton Social Planning Council
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